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Abstract. Grid computing is a promising way to aggregate geographi-
cally distant machines and to allow them to work together to solve large
problems. After studying Grid network requirements, we observe that
the network must take part in the Grid computing session to provide
intelligent adaptative transport of Grid data streams.

By proposing new intelligent dynamic services, active network can easily
and efficiently deploy and maintain Grid environments and applications.

This paper presents the Active Grid Architecture (A-Grid)1 which fo-
cuses on active networks adaptation for supporting Grid middlewares
and applications.

We describe the architecture and first experiments of a dedicated execu-
tion environment dedicated to the Grid: Tamanoir-G.

1 Introduction

In recent years, there has been a lot of research projects on Grid computing
which is a promising way to aggregate geographically distant machines and to
allow them to work together to solve large problems ([9, 16, 5, 7, 14, 2, 8, 6]).
Most of proposed Grid frameworks are based on Internet connections and do not
make any assumption on the network. Grid designers only take into account of a
reliable packet transport between Grid nodes and most of them choose TCP/IP
protocol.

This leads to one of the more common complaint of Grid designers : networks
do not really support Grid applications.

Meantime, the field of active and programmable networks is rapidly expand-
ing [17]. These networks allow users and network designers to easily deploy new
services which will be applied to data streams. While most of proposed sys-
tems deal with adaptability, flexibility and new protocols applied on multimedia
streams (video, audio), no active network efficiently deal with Grid needs.

In this paper we propose solutions to merge both fields by presenting The
Active Grid Architecture (A-Grid) which focus on active network adaptation for
supporting Grid environments and applications. This active Grid Architecture
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proposes solutions to implement the two main kind of Grid configurations : meta-
cluster computing and global computing. In this architecture the network will
take part in the Grid computing session by providing efficient and intelligent
services dedicated to Grid data streams transport.

This paper reports on our experience in designing an Active Network support
for Grid Environments. First, we classify the Network Grid requirement depend-
ing on environments and applications needs (section 2). In section 3 we propose
the Active Grid Architecture. We focus our approach by providing support for
the most network requirements from Grid. In section 4, we describe Tamanoir-G,
the Active Grid framework and first experiments. Finally, in the last section we
present our future works.

2 Network requirements for the Grid

A distributed application running in a Grid environment requires various kinds
of data streams: Grid control streams and Grid application streams.

2.1 Grid control streams :

We can classify two basic kinds of Grid usage :

– Meta cluster computing :

A set of parallel machines or clusters are linked together over Wide Area
Networks to provide a very large parallel computing resource. Grid environ-
ments like Globus[9], MOL[16], Polder[5] or Netsolve[7] are well designed
to handle meta-cluster computing session to execute long-distance parallel
applications.

We can classify various network needs for meta-clustering sessions :

• Grid environment deployment : The Grid infrastructure must be easily
deployed and managed : OS heterogeneity support, dynamic topology
re-configuration, fault tolerance. . .

• Grid application deployment : Two kind of collective communications
are needed : multicast and gather. The source code of any applications
is multicast to a set of machines in order to be compiled on the target
architectures. In case of Java based environments, the bytecode can be
multicast to a set of machines. In case of an homogeneous architecture,
the binaries are directly sent to distant machines. After the running
phase, results of distributed tasks must be collected by the environment
in a gathering communication operation.

• Grid support : The Grid environment must collect control data : node
synchronization, node workload information. . . The information exchanged
are also needed to provide high-performance communications between
nodes inside and outside the clusters.
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– Global or Mega-computing : These environments usually rely on thousand
of connected machines. Most of them are based on computer cycles stealing
like Condor[14], Entropia[2], Nimrod-G[8] or XtremWeb[6].
We can classify various network needs for Global-computing sessions :
• Grid environment deployment : Dynamic enrollment of unused machines

must be taken into account by the environment to deploy tasks over the
mega-computer architecture.

• Grid application deployment : The Grid infrastructure must provide a
way to easily deploy and manage tasks on distant nodes. To avoid the
restarting of distributed tasks when a machine crashes or become un-
usable, Grid environments propose check-pointing protocols, to dynam-
ically re-deploy tasks on valid machines.

• Grid support : Various streams are needed to provide informations to
Grid environment about workload informations of all subscribed ma-
chines. Machine and network sensors are usually provided to optimize
the task mapping and to provide load-balancing.

Of course, most of environments work well on both kind of Grid usage like
Legion[12], Globus[9], Condor[14], Nimrod-G[8] . . .

2.2 Grid application streams

A Grid computing session must deal with various kind of streams :

– Grid application input : during the running phase, distributed tasks of the
application must receive parameters eventually coming from various geo-
graphically distant equipments (telescopes, biological sequencing machines. . . )
or databases (disk arrays, tape silos. . . ).

– Wide-area parallel processing : most of Grid applications consist of a sequen-
tial program repeatedly executed with slightly different parameters on a set
of distributed computers. But with the raise of high performance backbones
and networks, new kind of real communicating parallel applications (with
message passing libraries) will be possible on a WAN Grid support. Thus,
during running phase, distributed tasks can communicate data between each
others. Applications may need efficient point to point and global communi-
cations (broadcast, multicast, gather. . . ) depending on application patterns.
These communications must correspond to the QoS needs of the Grid user.

– Coupled (Meta) Application : they are multi-component applications where
the components were previously executed as stand-alone applications. De-
ploying such applications must guarantee heterogeneity management of sys-
tems and networks. The components need to exchange heterogeneous streams
and to guarantee component dependences in pipeline communication mode.
Like WAN parallel applications, QoS and global communications must be
available for the components.

Such a great diversity of streams (in terms of messages size, point to point or
global communications, data and control messages. . . ) requires an intelligence
in the network to provide an efficient data transport.
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3 Active Grid Architecture

We propose an active network architecture dedicated to Grid environments and
Grid applications requirements : the A-Grid architecture.

An active grid architecture is based on a virtual topology of active network
nodes spread on programmable routers of the network. Active routers, also called
Active Nodes (AN), are deployed on network periphery (edge equipments).

As we are concerned by a wide active routers approach, we do not believe in
the deployment of Gigabit active routers in backbones. If we consider that the
future of WAN backbones could be based on all-optical networks, no dynamic
services will be allowed to process data packets. So, we prefer to consider back-
bones like high performance well-sized passive networks. We only concentrate
active operations on edge routers/nodes mapped at network periphery.

Active nodes manage communications for a subset of Grid nodes. Grid data
streams cross various active nodes up to passive backbone and then cross another
set of active nodes up to receiver node. The A-Grid architecture is based on
Active Node approach : programs, called services, are injected into active nodes
independently of data stream. Services are deployed on demand when streams
arrive on an active node. Active nodes apply these services to process data
streams packets.

3.1 Active Grid architecture

To support most of Grid applications, the Active Grid architecture must deal
with the two main Grid configurations :

– Meta cluster computing (Fig. 1) :

In this highly coupled configuration, an active node is mapped on network
head of each cluster or parallel machine. This node manage all data streams
coming or leaving a cluster. All active nodes are linked with other AN
mapped at backbone periphery. An Active node delivers data streams to
each node of a cluster and can aggregate output streams to others clusters
of the Grid.

– Global or Mega computing (Fig. 2) :

In this loosely coupled configuration, an AN can be associated with each
Grid node or can manage a set of aggregated Grid nodes. Hierarchies of
active nodes can be deployed at each network heterogeneity point.

Each AN manages all operations and data streams coming to Grid Nodes :
subscribing operations of voluntary machines, results gathering, nodes syn-
chronization and check-pointing. . .

For both configurations, active nodes will manage the Grid environment by
deploying dedicated services adapted to Grid requirements : management of
nodes mobility, dynamic topology re-configuration, fault tolerance. . . .
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Fig. 1. Meta cluster computing Active Grid Architecture

3.2 Active network benefits for Grid applications

Using an Active Grid architecture can improve the communications needs of
Grid applications :

– Application deployment : To efficiently deploy applications, active reliable
multicast protocols are needed to optimize the source code or binary de-
ployment and the task mapping on the Grid configuration accordingly to
resources managers and load-balancing tools. An active multicast will re-
duce the transport of applications (source code, binaries, bytecode. . . ) by
minimizing the number of messages in the network. Active node will deploy
dedicated multicast protocols and guarantee the reliability of deployment by
using storage capabilities of active nodes.

– Grid support : the Active architecture can provide informations to Grid
framework about network state and task mapping. Active nodes must be
open and easily coupled with all Grid environment requirements. Active
nodes will implement permanent Grid support services to generate control
streams between the active network layer and the Grid environment.

– Wide-area parallel processing : with the raise of grid parallel applications,
tasks will need to communicate by sending computing data streams with
QoS requests. The A-Grid architecture must also guarantee an efficient data
transport to minimize the software latency of communications. Active nodes
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Fig. 2. Global Computing Active Grid Architecture

deploy dynamic services to handle data streams : QoS, data compression,
“on the fly” data aggregation. . .

– Coupled (Meta) Application : the Active architecture must provide hetero-
geneity of services applied on data streams (data conversion services. . . ). End
to end QoS dynamic services will be deployed on active nodes to guarantee
an efficient data transport (in terms of delay and bandwidth).

Most services needed by Grid environments : high performance transport,
dynamic topology adapting, QoS, on-the-fly data compression, data encryption,
data multicast, data conversion and error management must be easily and effi-
ciently deployed on demand on an Active Grid architecture. To allow an efficient
and portable service deployment, we will present in next section our approach to
propose an active network framework easily mergeable with a Grid environment :
The Tamanoir-G Framework.

4 Tamanoir-G : a Framework for Active Grid support

We explore the design of an intelligent network by proposing a new active net-
work framework dedicated to high performance active networking. The Tamanoir-
G framework [11] is an high performance prototype active environment based on
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active edge routers. Active services can be easily deployed in the network and
are adapted to architecture, users and service providers requirements.

A set of distributed tools is provided : routing manager, active nodes and
stream monitoring, web-based services library. . . Tamanoir-G is based on a JAVA
multi-threaded design to combine performance and portability of services, appli-
cations can easily benefit of personalized network services through the injection
of Java code.

4.1 Overview of a Tamanoir-G node

An active node is a router which can receive packets of data, process them and
forward them to other active nodes.

A Tamanoir-G Active Node (TAN) is a persistent dæmon acting like a dy-
namic programmable router. Once deployed on a node, it is linked to its neigh-
bors in the active architecture. A TAN receives and sends packets of data after
processing them with user services. A TAN is also in charge of deploying and
applying services on packets depending on application requirements. When ar-
riving in a Tamanoir-G dæmon, a packet is forwarded to service manager. The
packet is then processed by a service in a dedicated thread. The resulting packet
is then forwarded to the next active node or to the receiver part of application
according to routing tables maintained in TAN.

4.2 Dynamic service deployment

In Tamanoir-G, a service is a JAVA class containing a minimal number of for-
matted methods. If a TAN does not hold the appropriate service, a downloading
operation must be performed.We propose three kind of service deployment. The
first TAN crossed by a packet can download the useful service from a service
broker. By using an http address in service name, TAN contact the web ser-
vice broker, so applications can download generic Tamanoir-G services to deploy
non-personalized generic services. After, next TANs download the service from
a previous TAN crossed by packet or from the service broker.

4.3 Multi-protocols support

Most of existing active frameworks propose active services dedicated to UDP
streams (like ANTS [18], PAN[15]. . . ). Tamanoir-G environment has been ex-
tended to support various transport protocols and specially TCP protocol used
by most of Grid middlewares and applications (see figure 3). By this way,
Tamanoir-G services can be easily adapted and merged in a Grid Middleware to
provide adaptative network services.

4.4 Tamanoir-G Performances

We based our first experiments of Tamanoir-G on Pentium II 350 MHz linked
with Fast Ethernet switches. These experiments show that the delay needed to
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cross a Tamanoir-G active node (latency) remains constant (under 750 µs for
simple forwarding operation).

Results presented in figure 3 show bandwidth comparisons of forwarding ser-
vice of a Tamanoir-G node with UDP and TCP transport. While kernel passive
forward operations (kr) provide around 50 Mbits/s, active forwarding services
running in a JVM obtain good results (around 30 Mbit/s) with Kaffe(kaffe) [4],
Blackdown(jvmBkDwn) [1] and IBM(jvmIBM) [3] Java Virtual Machines. We
note poor performances obtained with GCJ(gcj) [10] compiled version around
17 Mbit/s due to lack of optimizations in GCJ compiler.
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Fig. 3. Bandwidth of a passive (kr) or active forwarding operation with Tamanoir-
G in UDP or TCP. Comparisons between Java Virtual Machines (kaffe, jvmBkDwn,
jvmIBM) and compiled approach (gcj).

These first experiments show that Tamanoir-G framework can support a
Grid environment without adding too much latency to all data streams. So
Tamanoir-G can efficiently deploy services on active nodes depending on Grid
requirements : QoS, data conversion, multicast, filtering operations,“on the fly”
data compression. . .
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5 Conclusion and future works

We have analyzed the Grid computation models in order to determine the main
Grid network requirements in terms of efficiency, portability and ease of deploy-
ment.

We then studied a solution to answer these problems : the active networking
approach, where all network protocols can be deported in the network in a
transparent way for the Grid designer and the Grid user.

Most of services needed by Grid environments : high performance transport,
dynamic topology adapting, QoS, on-the-fly data compression, data encryption,
data multicast, data conversion, errors management must be easily and efficiently
deployed on demand by an Active Grid architecture.

We proposed an active network support : the Tamanoir-G Framework. The
first results are promising and should lead major improvements in the behavior
of the Grid when the active support will be deployed.

Our next step will consist of merging the Tamanoir-G framework with a
Middleware Grid environment in order to provide an environment for Active
Grid services (reliable multicast, Active DiffServ [13]...) for middlewares and
applications.
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